Background – White on white print
Wheel – Bright neon stripe (some of these neon prints are on black background and that’s OK)
Use the template for cutting out the 4 blades. Be sure that the printed side is on top or your wheel will spin in the wrong direction.
Cut 1 5 ½” square of the background and cut as show in the diagram.
BEWARE: stripe fabric is on the bias around the edge of the block. Handle and press gently. It might help to heavily starch the stripe/ bright fabric before cutting.

Make one or more blocks. Print your name and address on a slip of paper and attach it to the back of each block. Bring as many versions of the block to the January meeting as you want. Your name will be entered in the monthly drawing.

If you are unable to attend the meeting, you may send your name and block(s) to:

Joanne Holzknecht
2618 65th Ave. N.
Brooklyn Center, MN 55430
email: sewsewjo@spacestar.net